VENUE ACCESS RATES /2hrs
Auditorium
Upstairs Left
Downstairs

Capacity
111
380

Nonprofit/Local
Sun-Thu
$600
$850

Regular
Sun-Thu
$850
$1,000

ADAaccessible
No
Yes

Upstairs Left

Christie Solaria One+ DCP

Downstairs

Christie Solaria CP2220 DCP

HDCAM/Digibeta**

Laptop*

VHS/Laserdisk

DVCam/Mini DV

Blu-ray/DVD

DCP

Projector

16mm

Auditorium

35mm Platter

TECHNICAL SPECS

35mm Changeover

Auditoriums available in two-hour increments only. Rentals of more than two hours require approval from programming staff.
Start times are standardized as follows: Mon-Thu 7:00pm, 7:15pm, 7:30pm and 9:30pm. Sun 2:00pm, 2:15pm, 2:30pm, 4:30pm, 7:00pm and
9:30pm.
Marquee listing for film titles is available for an additional flat-rate of $100 per evening (24-character maximum, including spaces).
A flat fee of $200 applies if outside catering is utilized.
Stage performances and those bringing expensive equipment, instruments, art, etc. may be required to obtain general liability insurance and
include Hollywood Theatre as an additional insured.
As the exhibitor, you are responsible for both ensuring that the content that you wish to display is properly licensed for public viewing and
paying any necessary licensing costs. If you are obtaining licensing from a distributor, let us know well in advance and we will be happy to
assist you. All licensing with a distributor MUST be done through Hollywood Theatre staff. Not every distributor may grant public viewing
licensing for every film and obtaining licensing may take up to two months, so this topic should be addressed early in the planning process.
Rates subject to change without notice and are not locked in until a deposit is paid.

Stage
Lighting Screen

PA***

Stage

Yes + 3 mics

16’ x 5’8” x 1’6”

LED

23' x 12'

29' x 16' x 28"

LED

35' x 16'

Yes + 3 mics

* For projection off of a laptop, a laptop and VGA output must be provided by customer.
** HDCAM/Digibeta projection supported; customer must rent deck from outside source.
***Eleven wired mics and one wireless mic are available and can be used in any auditorium. Inputs in the upstairs auditoriums allow for
three mics total (wired or wireless)

